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Multidimensional parametric quantum solitons
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~Received 2 December 1997!

We consider the parametric quantum field theory involving cubic and quartic couplings of two bosonic
fields. This is exactly soluble for the two-particle energy eigenstates~or quantum solitons! in one, two, and
three space dimensions. We estimate the binding energies and corresponding radii in the case of photonic fields
in nonlinear optical materials, and Bose-Einstein condensates.@S1050-2947~98!51110-9#

PACS number~s!: 42.50.2p, 03.65.Ge, 11.10.St, 42.65.Tg
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The search for three-dimensional quantum bound state
interacting Bose fields has resulted in surprisingly few ex
solutions. However, a large variety of these quantum solit
are known theoretically in one spatial dimension, and exp
ments are now possible to test these theories. This m
that, complementary to high-energy physics, particlel
structures may be investigated in a larger variety of phys
systems.

While theory and experiments are possible for quant
solitons in one spatial dimension@1,2#, this still leaves the
multidimensional problem open. The difficulty is that fie
theories with localized attractive interactions usually dem
strate a collapsing behavior in higher dimensions. For
ample, the Bose gas with an attractived-function potential
~nonlinear Schro¨dinger model!—while stable in one dimen
sion @1#—has no lower bound to its Hamiltonian in high
dimensions. At the classical level, this instability cause
self-focusing singularity.

Promising candidates for higher-dimensional quant
solitons therefore include quantum field theories whose c
sical analogs are stable. Early approximate solutions of
type were investigated by Christ and Lee@1#, and recently
some exact quantum results were obtained for the clas
Davey-Stewartson model@3#. Despite the exact two- an
three-dimensional solutions that exist in the quantum Dav
Stewartson model, there are no known physical systems
are described by this quantum field theory. There has
been research into possible two-photon solutions to va
tions of the attractive Bose-gas problem@4#, but without ex-
perimental verification.

We report here an investigation into a parametric quan
field theory corresponding to a two-component Bose gas
teracting via a three-wave mixing process. This is known
have stable classical solitary-wave solutions in higher dim
sions@5#. It is a traveling-wave analog of the quantum theo
used to describe quantum squeezing@6#, and more recently
molecular dissociation in atom optics@7#. We find solutions
in two and three spatial dimensions, and estimate the bind
energies.

Our results have a number of entirely unexpected f
tures. The most surprising is that we show that the simp
parametric quantum field theory, like the attractive Bose-
model, is unstable in two and three dimensions. Howev
unlike the Bose-gas model, this instability shows no trace
the classical level, where there is stable behavior with
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lower bound to the Hamiltonian energy@5#. For stable para-
metric quantum field theories the Hamiltonian must be mo
fied.

We investigate the effects of modifying the nonlinear i
teractions by adding a quartic term to the Hamiltonian, a
by imposing a momentum cutoff on the coupling constan
A quartic term corresponds to four-wave mixing, or a no
linear refractive index in the corresponding optical mediu
It is also found, for example, in atom-atom interactions. W
a positive quartic interaction, a rigorous lower bound to t
energy does exist, and we demonstrate the existence of e
two-particle bound-state solutions in higher dimensio
These types of quantum solitons have a unique character
solution has a finite binding energy, but the correspond
two-particle wave function has a zero radius, unless a m
mentum cutoff is imposed on the couplings. Solutions in o
dimension have a finite radius in all cases.

To demonstrate these solutions, consider a quantum in
action Hamiltonian given by@2,6#:

H5E d~D !xF (
i 51,2

\2

2mi
u¹F i u21\rF2

†F2

1
\xD

2
~F1

2F2
†1F1

†2F2!1
\kD

2
F1

†2F1
2G . ~1!

HereF i ( i 51,2) are two complex Bose fields with commu
tation relations of@F i(x),F j

†(x8)#5d i j d(x2x8), mi are the
effective masses,r is the phase mismatch, andxD and kD
are the coupling constants responsible for the parame
three-wave mixing and four-wave mixing processes, resp
tively, in D space dimensions (D51,2,3).

In one space dimension, withk150, there are known
two-particle bound-state solutions@8#. We now ask what so-
lutions can exist in higher dimensions. In any number
dimensions, the Hamiltonian~1! has a momentum conserva
tion law, and a boson number conservation law in whichN
5*d(D)x(uF1u212uF2u2) is conserved. We therefore searc
for states that are eigenstates of the momentum operatoP,
the operatorN, and H. In the two-particle case (N52),
these have the structure

uC&5F E E d~D !xd~D !yg~x2y!ei ~K /2! ~x1y!F1
†~x!F1

†~y!

1E d~D !xeiK•xF2
†~x!G u0&. ~2!
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In general, the Hamiltonian~1! could also contain a quar
tic interaction term for the second-harmonic fieldF2 . How-
ever, this has no effect on the two-particle eigenstate un
consideration. Therefore, the corresponding term in
Hamiltonian is omitted for simplicity.

To prove a lower bound on the Hamiltonian energy,
apply Eq.~1! to uC& and use the symmetry property of th
two-particle wave function:g(x)5g(2x). This leads to a
general expression for the Hamiltonian energy, in which
can omit the contribution of the positive term
;(2\2/m1)*d(D)xu¹g(x)u2 to arrive at a lower bound. Ap
plying a chain of algebraic inequalities to this reduced
ergy, we finally obtain that, ifkD.0 and

\@xD#2 .2DkD , ~3!

where D[2\2K2/(4m1)1\2K2/(2m2)1\r and K5uK u,
then the lower boundEl can be defined by

El5
\2K2

2m2
1\r2

\@xD#2

2kD
<

^CuHuC&

^CuC&
. ~4!

To evaluate an upper bound to the lowest-energy eig
value of our Hamiltonian we use a variational approach.
the one-dimensional case (D51) we choose a trial function
g(r ) in the formg(r )5g0exp(2uru/r0), wherer 5x2y, fol-
lowing the structure of the known exact solution for the pu
parametric interaction@8#. We calculate then the variationa
energyẼ5^CuHuC&/^CuC& and minimize it with respec
to the parametersg0 andr 0 . As a result of this optimization
procedure, subject to a localized bound-state formationr 0
.0), we obtain that there always exists one positive solut
with a finite optimumr 0 value, if the condition~3! is met.
Here r 0 is obtained by solving a cubic equation similar
that found in the purely parametric case@8#. The final result
for the minimal value ofẼ, which corresponds to the exa
eigenvalueE in this case, is

E5\2K2/~4m1!2\2/~m1r 0
2!. ~5!

Thus, a finite-size diphoton quantum soliton is shown
exist in our model in one dimension.

In higher dimensions (D52,3) we use the following trial
function: g(r )5g0exp@2(ur u/r 0)s#, where r5x2y. The
variational energyẼ approaches its minimal value in th
limits r 0

s→0,s→0, and atg052xD /(2kD). Again the con-
dition ~3! is assumed to be fulfilled to provide localize
bound states. The final result for the minimal value ofẼ
takes the form of the expression forEl @see Eq.~4!#. This
implies that the exact lowest-energy eigenvalue is given
E5El . Returning to the form of the trial functiong(r ) at the
optimum values of parametersr 0 , s, and g0 , we conclude
that

g~0!52xD /~2kD!,

g~r !50 if rÞ0, ~6!

i.e., the quantum solitons in two and three dimensions ha
pointlike ~zero-radius! structure. This is different from the
usuald-function singularity, and leads to a vanishing integ
er
e
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*d(D)xu“g(x)u2 ~in the case of thed-function singularity this
would give infinity!. The normalization integral for the tota
two-particle wave function ^CuC&;11*d(D)xg2(x)51
does not vanish due to the contribution of the seco
harmonic field@9#.

It should be mentioned that the pointlike structure, E
~6!, in the two-particle eigenstate refers to the correlat
function of the subharmonic fields. That is, the localization
in the relative position of the two subharmonic quanta, no
their absolute position. The quantum soliton itself has a
localized center-of-mass, just as one would expect for
energy eigenstate.

To understand our solutions in more detail, we note t
parametric couplings of the type found in Eq.~1! are usually
restricted to a finite range of relative momenta or wave nu
bers. Therefore it is more realistic to incorporate the fin
range of the couplings into our interaction Hamiltonian. T
represent this we can introduce a cutoff atuku5km in the
relative momenta of the interacting fields. The interacti
part of the Hamiltonian~1! is then expressed in terms o
ai(k), the Fourier component ofF i , so that its cutoff de-
pendence is implemented through the limits of the cor
sponding integrals.

We can now analyze the energy eigenvalue problem
rectly, by introducing a Fourier transform ofg(r ), so that
g(r )5*d(D)kG(k)exp(ik•r )/(2p)D. Due to the cutoff in
the nonlinearities, we need only investigate eigenstates
which G(k)50 if uku.km . This leads to the following equa
tions ~valid for uku,km) for an eigenstate:

~k21m2!G~k!52
m1

\ FxD

2
1kDg~0!G ,

E5
\2K2

2m2
1\r1\xDg~0!5

\2K2

4m1
2

\2m2

m1
. ~7!

Herek5uku, and we have introduced an inverse length sc
m, so thatm25(K/2)22Em1 /\2. Clearly,\2m2/m1 can be
interpreted as the binding energy of a solution with mom
tum K . The solution is bound~against two-particle decay! if
m is real and positive.

In order to evaluate the binding energy and effective
dius, we next solve forg(0) and find

g~0!52
xD

2 FkD1
\

m1f D~m,km!G
21

, ~8!

where the cutoff structure functionf D (D51,2,3) is

f 1~m,km!5tan21~km /m!/~pm!,

f 2~m,km!5 ln~11km
2 /m2!/~4p!,

f 3~m,km!5@km2m tan21~km /m!#/~2p2!. ~9!

This result shows the difference caused by the space dim
sionality. In one dimension,f 1(m,km) approaches a constan
value at largekm , while in two and three dimension
f D(m,km) has a logarithmic or linear divergence, respe
tively. The effect of this divergence depends on whether
not the additional quartic interaction term is present. If it
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present~with kD.0), there are exact solutions without cu
off, having the property thatg(r )50 if rÞ0, and g(0)
52xD /(2kD). In these cases, the energy eigenvalueE
takes the form ofEl , Eq.~4!. In other words, the solutions in
two and three dimensions have a finite energy but zero ra
in the limit of km→`.

In the absence of the quartic term~or if kD is negative, as
in the case of the nonlinear Schro¨dinger model!, we must
impose a cutoff on the couplings to prevent an energy div
gence. With a finite cutoff, the general result for the ene
eigenvalueE is given by Eqs.~7!, ~8!, and ~9!. Analysis of
Eq. ~7! with respect tom shows that a positive solution i
available, provided Eq.~3! is satisfied, in one and two di
mensions. In the three-dimensional case it is necessary
\@x3#2.2D@k312p2\/(m1km)#. This shows that a mo
mentum cutoff can provide both finite energy and finite
dius, even without the stabilizing quartic term.

The classical version of the purely parametric quant
field theory is well behaved and in wide use as an appro
mate description of nonlinear optical interactions in param
ric nonlinear crystals~sub-second-harmonic generation! @5#.
Thus, we have an unusual situation, where the quan
counterpart of a well-defined classical theory requires a m
mentum cutoff in the nonlinearities before it leads to no
singular structures. However, an investigation into the o
gins of the theory shows that paraxial and finite bandwi
approximations are needed to reduce the full nonlinear M
well equation Hamiltonian to the simpler form treated he
The paraxial approximation is only valid fork'!2p/l.
Thus a momentum cutoff of at mostkm;2p/l, wherel is
the carrier wavelength of the subharmonic field, is requi
in order to use these approximations. A similar proced
was employed by Bethe, in using an estimated cutoff ofkm
5mec/\ in the first Lamb-shift calculation@10#. Just as in
the Lamb shift, this can be improved by more careful tre
ment of the theory at large momenta.

After imposing the cutoff atkm52p/l, we can now cal-
culate the radiusr 0 ~which we define asr 051/m) and the
resulting binding energyEb5\2m2/m1 of the solution. We
note, however, that our results should be slightly modifi
before applying them to the case of optical parametric in
action for quantitative estimates. In this caseF i in Eq. ~1!
represent two optical fields with carrier frequenciesv i , and
the x coordinate is defined in a moving frame withx5xL
2vt. HerexL is the laboratory-frame coordinate andv is the
group velocity that is assumed equal at both frequencies.
effective Hamiltonian describing this nonlinear optical pr
cess in more than one spatial dimension, in the presenc
diffraction and dispersion effects, is asymmetric with resp
to the longitudinal and transverse coordinates@5,6#.

To represent this we should rewrite the kinetic-ene
terms in the Hamiltonian~1! as

HK5E d~D !x (
i 51,2

\2

2 F u¹ iF i u2

mi i
1

u¹'F i u2

mi'
G . ~10!

Here mi i5\/v i9 represents the longitudinal~dispersive!
mass, wherev i95]2v i /]k2 is the dispersion in thei th fre-
quency band, whilemi'5\v i /uvu2 is the transverse~diffrac-
tive! mass. Consequently, the relationK2/mi appearing in
the subsequent equations must be replaced byK2/mi
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2/mi' , while the massmi appearing in terms tha
are independent ofK2 must be replaced bymi' . Also, k2

and m2 in Eq. ~7! are now defined ask2[«2ki
21k'

2 and
m2[(«2K i

21K'
2 )/42Em1' /\2, where«[(m1' /m1i)1/2.

As a result of these modifications, the cutoff structu
functions f 2,3(m,km) become dependent on«. In the limits
«!1 and «km@m the approximate expressions fo
f 2,3(m,km) are f 2(m,km ,«). ln(2«km/m)/(2p«) and
f 3(m,km ,«).km(12 ln «)/(2p2). In the casekD50 and D
50 (K50, r5v222v150) this leads to the following
simple result for the soliton binding energy~in the laboratory
frame! in two and three dimensions:

Eb
@2#5

\2m2

m1'

.
m1'@x2#2

4p«
ln~2«km /m!,

Eb
@3#5

\2m2

m1'

.
m1'@x3#2

4p2 km~12 ln «!. ~11!

To give numerical estimates we choosen53, v19
50.1 m2/s, l52m m, and the nonlinearity xB

(2)

51027 m/V, typical of highly nonlinear parametric medi
~e.g., GaAs asymmetric quantum wells and related syst
@11#!. With a characteristic waveguide diameter of 5mm, this
gives «.0.097 and x1.7.393107Am/s,x2.1.65
3105 m/s,x3.369.5 m3/2/s, in one, two, and three spac
dimensions, respectively.

With a reasonable choice of the cutoff atkm52p/l
5p(mm)21, the resulting solutions in two and three dime
sions have binding energies (Eb

@2#.4.4331026 eV, Eb
@3#

.2.2531026 eV, for k2,350) and radii (r 0
@2#

.39.7mm, r 0
@3#.55.6mm) comparable to the known re

sults @8# for a one-dimensional waveguide (Eb
@1#.1.75

31025 eV, r 0
@1#.1.94mm). In fact, we find thatr 0

@1#,r 0
@2#

,r 0
@3# and Eb

@1#.Eb
@2#.Eb

@3# , i.e., the higher-dimensiona
solitons are less strongly bound and of larger radius t
those in one dimension.

In summary, we have presented bound-state solution
quantum solitons to a parametric quantum field theory
more than one spatial dimension. The results have the
markable character that in the presence of the positive q
tic term the solutions correspond to quantum pointlike str
tures with finite energy. Imposing a momentum cutoff on t
nonlinear couplings leads to finite radii of the solutions, a
finite binding energies, even if the stabilizing quartic term
absent. It should not be impossible to resolve these bind
energies—either by using cryogenic means or else by me
of transient experiments on time and length scales sho
than those of competing thermal Raman processes@12# and
absorption processes in nonlinear optical media.

The physical interpretation of these bound states is
they are a superposition of a second-harmonic and two s
harmonic photons, which can propagate without eith
down-conversion of the higher-frequency photon or disp
sive spreading of the subharmonic photons. In pract
terms, of course, most photon pairs created by dow
conversion are in unbound~continuum! states, which are no
treated in detail here. The possibility of creating bound sta
that are immune to further down-conversion does not se
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to have been treated in earlier theories of this process
though nonclassical spatial oscillations were predicted in
lier work @13#.

Most significantly, the solitons form in nonlinear crysta
and planar waveguides accessible with currently availa
technology. It is therefore possible that this parametric qu
tum theory, as well as being theoretically interesting, co
result in the first experimental test of multidimensional qua
tum soliton theory for Bose fields.

Even more promising physical systems that could be e
ployed as a testing ground for our theory are Bose-Eins
condensates of atomic gases. Bose-Einstein conden
~BEC! experiments are progressing very rapidly, and rec
achievements include formation of ultracold diatomic m
ecules through a Feshbach resonance or Raman photo
ciation @14#. These hybrid atomic-molecular BEC system
can directly be treated within our theory, where the fieldsF1
and F2 would represent atomic and molecular species,
v.
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spectively, andm1,2 are the corresponding masses. The co
pling constantxD would relate now to the molecular forma
tion rate, whilekD is the effective self-interaction of the
atomic field. The simplest nontrivial objects in such system
which can be described by our two-particle quantum soli
solutions, are ‘‘dressed’’ molecules, each of which exists i
linear superposition with a pair of atoms. With ax3-value
estimate of aboutx3;1026 m3/2/sec @14#, the atomic mass
m1;10225 kg and a choice of the cutoff at an inverse sc
tering length,km;1 nm21, the corresponding binding energ
Eb

@3# and the radiusr 0
@3# would beEb

@3#;1.6310211 eV and

r 0
@3#;21 mm. Further details on the applications of our r

sults to BEC systems will be presented elsewhere.
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